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Seat  
No. 

 
Set P 

 

B.Sc. (Semester - I) (Old) (CBCS) Examination Oct/Nov-2019 
Psychology (Paper - I) 

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY 
 

Day & Date: Tuesday, 19-11-2019  Max. Marks: 70 
Time: 03:00 PM To 05:30 PM  
 

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory. 
                       2) Figures to the right indicate full marks of the question.   
   

Q.1  Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below. 14 
 1) Carl Rogers was _____ psychologist.  
 a) behaviouristic b) psychoanalytic  
 c) humanistic d) gestalt  
      

 2) The concept of ‘Self actualization’ belongs to _____ psychology.  
 a) psychoanalytic b) humanistic  
 c) gestalt d) behaviouristic  
      

 3) The _____ is called little brain.  
 a) cerebral cortex b) cerebellum  
 c) thalamus d) pons  
      

 4) Pavlov was a _____ physiologist.  
 a) American b) French  
 c) Russian d) German  
      

 5) The variable which is manipulated by the researcher is called _____ 
variable. 

 

 a) independent b) dependent  
 c) extraneous d) response  
      

 6) According to _____ theory, sleep is a product of evolution.  
 a) restorative b) adaptive  
 c) constructive d) none of the above  
      

 7) _____ developed theory of operant conditioning.  
 a) Pavlov b) Skinner  
 c) Bandura d) Hull  
      

 8) Gap between two neurons is called _____.  
 a) dendrites b) synapse  
 c) axon d) terminal buttons  
      

 9) There are _____ stages of sleep.  
 a) 1 b) 2  
 c) 3 d) 4  
      

 10) Law of effect was proposed by _____.  
 a) Freud b) Rogers  
 c) Skinner d) Thorndike  
      

 11) Reflex actions are controlled by _____.  
 a) Brain b) spinal cord  
 c) Medulla d) pons  
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 12) The tendency to respond to a stimulus that is similar to the original 
conditioned stimulus is called _____. 

 

 a) Stimulus discrimination b) Stimulus generalization  
 c) Stimulus conditioning d) None of the above  
    

 13) Changes due to learning are relatively _____.  
 a) Temporary b) permanant  
 c) Flexible d) all of the above  
      

 14) _____ Perspective is called the third force in psychology.  
 a) Psychoanalytic b) Behaviourism  
 c) Humanistic d) Structuralism  
      

Q.2 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Seven) 14 
  1) What is insomnia?  
  2) Define psychology.  
  3) What is learning?  
  4) What is survey?  
  5) What is neuron?  
  6) What is cognitive neuroscience?  
  7) What is stimulus discrimination?  
  8) What is behaviour?  
  9) What is the long form of REM Sleep?  
     

Q.3 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 10 
  1) Describe case study method.  
  2) Describe different psychological professions.  
  3) Explain Freud’s interpretation of dream.   
     

 B) Describe stages of sleep. 04 
     

Q.4 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 08 
  1) Explain the method of naturalistic observation.  
  2) Describe goals of psychology.  
  3) Explain the structure of central nervous system.  
     

 B) Describe modern perspectives in psychology. 06 
     

Q.5 Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 14 
 1) Explain sleep disorders.  
 2) Describe on experiment of classical conditioning and discuss elements of 

classical conditioning. 
 

 3) Explain structure of neuron with diagram.  
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